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Introduction
I saw that there was a need to design a Cooling Vest as many children at my school were
getting hot in Summer. I had an idea for a way to cool you down that would last a long
time. I thought about people that sit on beaches for an extended period who get too hot. I
also had to think about how long it would last so that it would be good for people on
beaches or out and about in the heat. There were other cooling vests on the market but
my design is a different design to all the other ones on the market. It is very economical
and children can purchase the materials required with a maximum of $14.00 of pocket
money.
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Diagram
Front View

4

Back View
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My Hypothesis
My hypothesis is that I can make a vest that can cool you down on hot Summer days.
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Materials
●

Aldi Cooler Bag

Estimated price at time of writing: $3.50
●

2 Gel Ice Packs

Price at time of writing: $4.30 each
Subtotal of gel ice packs at time of writing: $8.60
Estimated full total at time of writing: $12.10
Plus improvement duct tape ($5.50 per roll)
You will have plenty of duct tape left over.
Estimated price of used tape: $1.00
Total: $13.60 (Only counting used tape price)

●

Scissors from home
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Method: How I made my Cooling Vest
I laid my cooler bag out flat and cut out a rectangle along the middle of the bottom seam of
the bag. This hole will be for my head. Then I cut out rectangles along the bottom and side
seam. These holes will be for my arms.
After that, I cut the plastic white handles off the top of the cooler bag. This now makes the
bottom of the cooling vest (the white handle frame will now be at the bottom to support the
ice packs).
When that was done,  I then used the leftover cut outs to make 2 pockets. They were
originally stuck on with thick sticky tape which was then later reinforced with silver duct tape
as an improvement for durability. I also reinforced the side edges and both neck and arm
holes for added strength with the silver duct tape. The silver duct tape added a stylish trim as
well as serving the purpose of durability.
Then I placed my ice packs inside the slot between the outside and inside layer of the plastic
cooler bag. One at the front and one at the back. Then I froze the vest in the freezer
overnight.
That is how I made my Cooling Vest.
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Testing my Cooling Vest
When I tested my cooling vest I had very good results. This experiment told me how long the
vest would last inside and outside.

Tested every 30 minutes
Average Temperatures
Test

Outside

Inside

Test 1

26°c

18°c

Test 2

19°c

17°c

Test 3

19°c

15°c

Results: In test 1 the vest lasted 5 hours and 30 minutes outside and 12 hours inside.
In test 2 the vest lasted 6 hours and 30 minutes outside and 12 hours inside.
In test 3 the vest lasted 10 hours outside and 12 hours inside.
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Questions my Teacher Asked Me
Question

Answer

How do you clean the vest?

Wipe it down with soap and water.

How do you attach the ice packs?

They slide into pockets in the vest.

Why do you want pockets in the vest?

To store keys and phones.

Where is the water from the vest going?

Onto your body. It also evaporates.

My teacher asked me all of these questions and the answers above are how I answered
them.
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How the Cooling Vest Works

As the ice pack melts, water cools down your body. Some of the water evaporates with the
heat. When it is fully melted it will still be cold for a short amount of time.
It is tested to last about 6 hours outside and 12 hours inside.
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How to use the Vest
1.
2.
3.
4.

With the ice packs in the pockets of the vest freeze overnight.
Put on the vest like if you were putting on a T-Shirt over your head.
Wait a few seconds to adjust to the wonderful cooling sensation.
Then you are ready to go! Beach here we come!
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Improvements
I had a problem where the vest wasn’t strong enough with normal sticky tape.
So I thought about using duct tape which solved my problem.
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Conclusion
I wanted to create a piece of clothing that was affordable and kept you cool - and I did!
Here is the final result:
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